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Action Action Action Androidik.netGamesAction© Dead Mind © ANDROIDIK.NET - Games, Android Description :D ead Mind is a third-person shooter with good graphics and a zombie apocalypse. The main character will be the main character, locked in the building. His staff turned into mutants of different appearance and quality. From the most common,
familiar to extremely dangerous. Fast and deadly creatures can attack anyone who hesitates and fails to take the necessary action. Gamers not only survive by shooting at enemies, but also provide the station with everything they need. They are waiting for the collection of resources, the creation of temporary bases, creation and other features of the
gameplay. Features : - More than 30 weapons and many types of zombies. The level of difficulty varies depending on the state of the fog. Combat system with different variants of the game, including shooting, hand-to-hand combat, combat and murder. Items of the collection for making items. There is no boring survival system. It's not just a shooter! In this
endless battle, gather resources to survive and the last 49 days! Features: Hot and versatile action. More than 30 weapons and many types of zombies. The complexity varies depending on the state of the fog. Combat system with different variants of the game, including shooting, hand-to-hand combat, combat and murder. Items for collecting livestock for
the manufacture of items. There is no tedious system of survival. Dead Mind is a third-person shooter with good graphics and a zombie apocalypse. The main character will be a special forces soldier who was locked in the building. Employees of which turned into mutants of different appearance and quality. From the most ordinary, familiar to all walkers to
extremely dangerous. Fast and deadly creatures are able to cope with all those who hesitate and do not take the necessary measures. Gamers will not only survive by shooting at opponents, but will also provide the wards with everything they need. Collecting resources, creating temporary databases, creating and other gameplay features are waiting for
them ahead. Download fromeGoogle Play Request updateRating: Home'GamesActionDead Mind Dead Mind - a very impressive project in the face of battles with zombies. The main character, a well-trained and armed commando, is cut off from the outside world during mission time in a quarantine building, which is in the midst of the spread of the virus.
Only a gas mask and a gun allow him to be a man. But just sit still and wait for help to fail. He needs to overcome the serious danger of dealing with bosses, looking for and finding new resources and barrels, as well as much, much more that will please all fans of the genre and shoot mutants. Supported Android (4.1 and up) Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0 - 4.0.4),
Jelly Bean (4.1 - 4.3.1), KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4), Lollipop (5.0 - 5.1.1), Marshmallow (6.0 - (7.0 - 7.1.1), Oreo (8.0-8.1), Pie (9.0) Action, GamesDeveloper : Bigital GamesContent: It's not just a shooting game! Collect 49% of your resources to survive through constant battles! Features : Warm and varied action. More than 30 weapons and various types of zombies.
Difficulties vary depending on the foggy conditions. Supported Android Devices : 4.4-4.4.4 KitKat - 5.0-5.0.2 Lollipop - 6.0 - 6.0.1 Marshmallow - Nouga - 8.0-8.1 Oreo - Piedead-mind-v1-0-09-mod.apk Piedead-mind-v1-0-09-mod.apk dead mind mod apk
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